The Speed Of Retail
Innovation, creativity, and technology allows Hyosung to provide our customers with
next-generation ATMs that are incomparable. From DCC and gift cards to cryptocurrency
and cardless, the capabilities of our machines will exceed all expectations and ensure
that Hyosung is your first choice in ATM manufacturing and technology.

Hyosung machines are engineered to provide consumers with a

functional, user-friendly, secure experience.

Halo II
Your Secure And Safe Choice
Offers a unique, sleek design perfect for locations ranging from small convenience
stores to high-end retail ATM locations
Provides an intuitive applications interface on a vivid 10.1” color LCD screen
CDUs from NH1500 and later Hyosung retail ATMs can be installed in the versatile
Halo II Shell.

2800T
A Sleek Walk-Up With Rock Solid Reliability
Offers a user-friendly interface with a large 12.1”
display screen
Ease of maintenance and simplified service routines
provide maximum availability
Allows for high-capacity note storage by
accommodating up to three removable cassettes

FORCE
Designed by Retail, For Retail
Offers a brilliant 12.1” color display with capacitive touch function keys
Added light in the vault for easier cash load and service
Wireless connectivity with mounting bracket & two outlets for convenience & protection

5200SE
The Most Flexible Solution For High-Volume, High Value Transactions
Offers a brilliant 12.1” TFT LCD monitor with function keys
Ranges from a single 2,000 note cassette to up to three 2,000 note cassettes.
Provides a choice of either an affordable Windows® CE 6.0 processor running
Hyosung's popular retail application software or for even greater flexibility, a
Windows® PC platform
Incorporates Hyosung’s modular component architecture designed for high
reliability, quick and easy service, and accessibility

5300SE
Your High-Capacity, High-Volume ATM Solution With 24/7 Access
Features a user-friendly interface displayed on a vivid 15” screen
Accommodates up to four 2,000-note cassettes for maximum storage of 8,000 notes
Includes built-in TCP/IP with Secure Socket Layers (SSL) for enhanced security while
connected to the internet

MX5300
High Capacity Cash Dispensing ATM
Features a user-friendly interface displayed on a vivid 15” screen
Accommodates up to four 2,000 note cassettes for maximum storage of 8,000 notes
Integrates with any monitoring solution to provide seamless data transfer for
effective management

4000W
Proof Positive That Innovation Comes In Small Packages
Provides flexibility for installation and wall mounting
in a compact package for small spaces
Optimized cassette with 500 note capacity

Value-Added
Transactions
Hyosung machines are made to make the ATM
possibilities endless. The value-added
transactions offered will cater to the specific
needs of the user, such as currency conversion,
checking multiple account balances in a single
transaction, bitcoin and card-free transactions,
and more. Upgrading to any or all of these
value-added services and maximizing
functionality will improve the consumer
experience, reduce cost, and increase revenue.
Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC)
Allow the cardholder to view their balance and withdrawal amount in their domestic currency for easy and
transparent international transactions.
Dual Balance
Customers get the convenience of one transaction to see both checking and savings balances and you
earn extra interchange revenue with each multi-account inquiry.
Cryptocurrency
Turn your retail ATM into a cryptocurrency compatible ATM by adding Bitcoin transaction support from
B4U and LibertyX.
Your customers can perform a variety of Bitcoin transactions, such as buying, selling, and even making
cash withdrawals.
Cardless Cash
Now your users can make surcharge free transactions with CardFree Cash, while you still make revenue
on every transaction
Mastercard Cash Pick-Up
Become a cash-out destination for ALL consumers, even without a card.
Customers can use a mobile number, a transaction code, an access code, and the dollar amount to enter
at the ATM.
Cash Denomination Selection Software
The 2X1K CDU offers two 1,000-note cassettes that can be configured for any denomination, maximizing
your deployment flexibility. This allows multi-denomination at a much lower cost.
ONE-STOP STAGING (OSS) TOTAL ATM IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES
One-Stop Staging (OSS) services from Hyosung are total ATM implementation services that ensure your
machines are ready to go, right out of the box.

NOW OFFERING An Industry-First: Warranty Part Replacement Service
Starting on November 1st, all new ATMs are eligible for up to 2 FREE SERVICE CALLS to replace warranty
parts in the first year*. Hyosung is proud to have over 500 Hyosung-certified technicians covering 46 states
who are ready to support their customers.
Customers may begin the easy claim submission process on
November 1st, 2020 by visiting nhatm.com.
For more information please reach out to your
Hyosung Sales Manager.
*Only available in areas where Hyosung has
service technician coverage

Hyosung Retail ATM Software maximizes your investment and provides
the best functionality to your end customers.
Terminal Management Solutions
Hyosung offers three terminal management solutions to meet the unique requirements of our wide variety of
customers. From large, multi-national financial institutions to small independent ATM deployers (IADs),
Hyosung’s terminal management solutions delivery the availability management, remote access and updating,
ticketing, and dispatching functionality required to manage your ATM fleet remotely.

MoniManager
• Provides full fleet management for over 150,000 ATMs globally
• Supports Hyosung ATMs and TCRs
• Engineered to monitor individual machines, and the overall state of your network, in real-time

MoniView
• Provides the necessary functionality to keep your ATMs at peak availability
• Supports status monitoring, remote configuration and software distribution, remote resolution capabilities,
dispatching, and reporting

MoniMobile
• Retail ATM services app designed to make service and support more efficient and convenient
• Monitor cash reserves, map locations, and make service requests.

• Provides essential information regarding the hardware and
software utilized by every machine it monitors

COMPARE OUR RETAIL MACHINES
FORCE

2800T

HALO II

5200SE

5300SE

MX5300

4000W

Functionality
Cash dispenser
Cassette volume

6,000 Notes

6,000 Notes

4,000 Notes

6,000 Notes

8,000 Notes

8,000 Notes

500 Notes

12.1” TFT LCD
Privacy filter
(option)

8” wide TFT LCD

10.1" TFT LCD

12.1” TFT LCD

15” color TFT LCD
Privacy filter
(option)

15” TFT LCD
display

8” color TFT LCD

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
Electronic lock
KABA Mas Cencon
or S&G Audit Lock
(option)
Security camera
(option)
EPP privacy shield

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
UL Level –1 safe
(option)
Electronic lock
Dial lock or KABA
Mas Cencon lock
(option)

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
Electronic Lock
KABA Mas Cencon
lock or S&G Lock
(option)

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
UL Level-1 Safe
(option)
Electronic Lock
KABA Mas Cencon
Lock or S&G Lock
(option)

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
UL Level-1 safe
(option)
Electronic Lock
KABA Mas Cencon
Lock or S&G Lock
(option)

UL291 Business
Hours Safe
Alarm - Seismic +
Heat
Electronic Lock
KABA Mas Cencon
Lock (option)

Electronic Lock

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

Microsoft Windows
10 Microsoft
Windows® 7 (By
Request)

Microsoft®
Windows® CE6.0

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti–skimming
(option), ISO 1,2,3
Read–Magnetic
Stripe

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

EMV Dip Hybrid
Card Reader,
Anti-skimming
(option)

Key Features
Displays

Security

Software

Card Reader

Hyosung America
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